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Abstract 
In this paper we consider Newton-like methods for solving underdetermined systems of nonlinear equations with 
nondifferentiable terms. After presenting local convergence analysis for the methods, we prove a semilocal convergence 
theorem as well as uniqueness of solution in a generalized sense. Another semilocal convergence theorem for the 
Newton-chord method is also established. Finally, a numerical example is given. 
Keywords: Newton-like methods; Nonlinear equations with nondifferentiable terms; Underdetermined systems; Conver- 
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1. Introduction 
Let H be an operator of R”’ into R”. We consider the system of nonlinear equations 
H(x) = 0, x E D c R". (1) 
If H is Frkchet differentiable, then the standard technique for finding a solution of (1) is the 
generalized Newton’s method due to Ben-Israel [S]: 
Xk+l = Xk - H’(Xk)‘H(Xk), k = 0,1,2, . . . ) (2) 
where x0 ED and H’(xk)+ denote the Moore+Penrose pseudoinverses of H’(xk). 
There is much literature concerning convergence of the method (2) for the well-determined case 
m = n and H’(xk)+ = H’(xk)-‘. The method (2) for the overdetermined case m -=z II has been 
studied in [ll, 13,193 and elsewhere under rather strong assumptions. However, it seems that the 
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underdetermined case m > n has received little attention, although Martinez, Meyn, Walker and 
Watson have extensively discussed other types of iterations [14,15,17,18]. 
The underdetermined system arises in a variety of problems: A typical example is the system of 
nonlinear equations with parameter, which arises when one wants to solve the determined 
nonlinear equations in R” by continuation methods (cf. Cl]). As the second example, we quote 
Martinez’s example [ 141 where the problem of finding an interior point of the polytope {z > 0, 
Az=b}, AER”xm is described. Putting z = eX (zi = exi, i = 1,2, . . . , m), the problem reduces to 
that of finding a solution of the underdetermined nonlinear system Ae” = b. 
As the third example, we consider a system of nonsmooth equations 
H(x) = min (4(x), $(x)) = 0, 4, $ : R” + IF!“. 
This system is an equal formulation of the nonlinear complementarity problems (NCP) 
4(x) 2 0, $(x) 2 0, 4(x)‘$(x) = 0, &lj:lY* R”. 
Let E > 0 and 
(3) 
J(x) = +itx) - +iCx) + 2E +i(xj + 4itx) - tiiCx) + 2E tiitxj _ 2 
4E 4E 4’ 
fi(x) = 
Hi(x) if I4itX) - tii(X)l > 8, 




if 14itx) - $itx)l > b 
C?itx) if I+itx) - tiitx)l d G 
for i = 1,2, . . . ,n. 
Then it is easy to prove that 
H(x) = min(+(x), ti(x)) =f(x) + g(x), f is continuously differentiable, g is continuous and I/ g 11 co d be. See [7]. 
In [6,9, lo], we treated the well-determined system having nondifferentiable terms which arises 
from discretizing a certain type of partial differential equations. Heinkenschlob et al. [12] dealt 
with nonsmooth compact fixed point problems by splitting the nonlinear map into smooth and 
nonsmooth parts. If one wants to solve such nonlinear equations by the continuation methods, 
then underdetermined nonlinear equations with nondifferentiable terms must be considered. 
Motivated by these examples, we consider the system of underdetermined nonlinear equations 
H(x) =f(x) + g(x) = 0, x ED c IV’, (4) 
wherem>,n,f:DclR” + R” is Frechet differentiable in an open convex set Do c D and differenti- 
ability of g : D c R”’ --f R” is not assumed but g satisfies the Lipschitz condition 
Ildx)-dy)lI f4lx-~ll, X>YEDOED, (9 
with sufficiently small constant e. 
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For the case where m = n and f’(x) is nonsingular, Eqs. (4) have been considered by several 
authors. Among others, Zabrejko and Nguen [21] discussed convergence of the Krasno- 
selskii-Zincenko iteration 
Xk+l 
= Xk -f’(Xk)-lH(X”), k = 0,1,2, . . . ) 
under assumptions which are more general than the usual Kantorovich type. The authors [S, 201 
generalized and improved their results to the Newton-like method 
Xkfl = Xk - A(Xk))‘H(Xk), k = 0,1,2, . . . ) 
where A(x) is an y1 x yt matrix which approximates f’(x). Some relevant results can also be found in 
[224]. 
In this paper, we consider the Newton-like method 
Xk+l 
= Xk - A(Xk)‘H(Xk), k = 0,1,2, . . . ) (6) 
where A(x) is an n x m (m > n) matrix which approximates f’(x), x E D,,. 
In Section 2, we prove that the convergence rate of the method (6) is q-linear. 
In Section 3, we discuss semilocal (Kantorovich-type) convergence for the method (6) and 
establish uniqueness of solution in a generalized sense. 
In Section 4, we give a semilocal convergence theorem fo, the Newton-chord method 
Vk+l 
= uk - A(x”)+H(uk), k = 0,1,2, . . . . 
In Section 5, we give a numerical example. 
This paper extends some known results [l, 8,9,11,13,19P21] for Newton-like methods applied 
to smooth and/or nonsingular equations. Our results are applicable for nonsmooth and singular 
equations H(x) = 0, where the Jacobian of H at x E R” and its inverse do not necessarily exist. 
Throughout this paper, we shall use the Euclidean norm. 
S(x, t) denotes an open ball with center x and radius t in R” and S(x, t) denotes its closure. 
2. Local convergence 
We first give a local convergence theorem for the method (6), with the use of the following two 
lemmas (cf. [13]). 
Lemma 1 (A generalized Banach’s lemma). Assume that A and E E R”“” satisfy 
rank(A + E) < rank(A) = k 3 1 and 1) A+ 11 /) E 11 < 1. 
Then 
rank(A + E) = k and //(A + E)+ 11 < IHA+ II 
1 - IIA+ II IIEII’ 
Lemma 2. Let A be an n x m matrix with m 2 n and rank(A) = n. Then the Moore-Penrose inverse 
of A is given by A + = AT(AAT)-1 and AA+ = I E R”““. 
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Theorem 3 (Local convergence). Let x* be a solution of(4) in the domain Do E D, and f’(x) and 
A(x) be continuous at x *. Ifrank(A(x*)) = n, IIf’ - A( < s and 3 11,4(x*)+ II(s + e) < 1, 
then the following hold: 
(i) The method (6) has a convergence ball S(x*, r), that is, for any x0 E S(x*, r), the sequence (x”> 
dejined by (6) belongs to S(x*,i), r* > r, and converges to a solution 2* E S(x*,i) and 
rank(A($*)) = rank(A(x*)). 
(ii) The sequence {x”} converges G-linearly with rate 6, that is 
I/x k+l - I?* 11 
IIXk-.?*I/ 
<4^<1, k>O. 
(iii) If m = n, then we have $* = x*. 
Proof. (i) By Lemma 2, IJA(x*)+ 11 = IIA(x*)~(A(x*)A(x*)~)-~ II =:B. Given E^ > 0, there exists 
a number 6 = a(.?) > 0 such that if x E Do and 11 x - x* 11 < 6, then /If’(x) -f’(x*) II -c E^ and 
/I ,4(x) - A(x*) (I < t. Take E^ > 0 and ? > 0 so small that 7% < 1 - 3B(s + e), 3(x*, r*) c Do and 
i d 6. Then for any x E s(x*, P), we have 11 A(x*)+ II II A(x) - A(x*) )I < Bt < $(l - 3B(s + e)). By 
Lemma 1, rank(A(x)) = n and II A(x)+ 11 < 7B/3(2 + B(s + e)) =:p hold. 
By the continuity of H, given E = r*/4p, there exists a number r < 4?, such that 
II H(x) - H(x*) II < E, if x E s(x*, r) Now we prove that the method (6) converges to a solution in 
S(x*, Q, for any initial value x0 E sl(x*, r). 
By induction on k, we prove 
II x k+l -xklI <~~Ix~-x~-~II, k=1,2 . . . . 
and 
II x k+l _ x*II <r+, k=O,l,..., 
where q = ~(22 + s + e) < 3. For k = 0, we have 
A 
lb1 - x0 l/ < (1 /4(x0)+ 11 ll H(xO) - II (1 < p.$ = $r* 
and 
Ilxl -xx*11 < llxl-xOII + llxo-x*I) &<F. 
We assume that xk E S(s*,i), k 2 1. Then we have A(x = I E R”““, xk-’ + 
t(Xk-Xk-l)ES( x*, i) for t E [0, l] and 
Xk+l 
- Xk = - A(Xk)+ H(Xk) 
= - A(Xk)+(H(Xk) - H(xk-1) - A(xk-l)(Xk - xk-‘)) 
+ t(xk - xk-‘)) -f’(x*))(xk - xk-‘)dt 
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Therefore, 
II x k+l -x’II ~p(2E^+s+e)lIxk-xk-‘II =q(/~~-x’-~Il 
and 
II x k+l -x* )I < I/Xkfl -xkII + l)Xk-X*I/ <qkllxl -x011 + I/Xk-X*II 
<(l +q+q2+ ... +qk)llxl -xOII + llx”-x*II 
l II l 
3 i 
<l-q 
r^ 7, h 
- x -x011 +r<j’4+Z=8r<r. 
This implies xk ’ ’ E s(x*, i). Furthermore, we have 
IIXI- XkII <(ql-k + ... + q)IIxk - XkP1 I/ d & II Xk - x k-1Il (1 > k 3 1). (7) 
Therefore, {x”> is a Cauchy sequence and converges to a point 2” E S(x*, ?). The point ,-2* is 
a solution of H(x) = 0 since A(xk)(xk+’ - xk) = - II( 
Let 1 --f cc in (7). Then we have 
ll?“-Xkll <&llxk-xk-lll +$(llxk-P*ll + llXk-l-~*ll). 
Therefore, 
(1 -2q)I/xk-i*II <qllXk-l-i*II 
and 
lIXk--*lI 4 =4<1 
II x k-l - i* II 5-2q . 
(iii) Since 
II&*)+ II IIf’ - A(x*) 11 d Bs < 1 
and rank(A(x*)) = IZ, we have rank (f’(x*)) = n and 
x* _ x^* =f’(x*)) ‘(f’(x*)(x* - a*) - (H(x*) - H(i*))). 
Hence, we have 
II x* -i*Il <lll.(x*)-‘(l,/.(x*)-Sdfl(x*+@*-x*))dlll ++x*-P*,l 
Since B(E^ + e + s) < 1, we have (B/(1 - Bs)) (E + e) < 1 and II x* - 2* II = 0. 0 
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3. Semilocal convergence 
We establish a semilocal convergence theorem for (6) under the following assumptions: 
Assumptions Al. There exists x0 E Do c D such that rank(A(x’)) 2 1, and for all x,y E Do the 
following hold: 
(a) II~(x”)+~(xo)ll G Y, YI > 0, II m”)+ II G A 
@I IIf’ -f’(y) II d K II x - Y /I> 
(c) II A(x) -f’(x) II G M II x - x0 II + A4 
(4 II A(x) - 0’) II G L II x - x0 II + 1, 
(e) b = /?(1 + p + e) < 1. 
Let o = max(l,(L + M)/K) and h = /?aKn. 
Define the majorant sequence { tk) by 
to = 0, tk+ 1 = tk + dtk)/p(tk), k 2 0, 
where 
cc(t) = $Kfit2 - (1 - b)t + q and p(t) = 1 - fi(Lt + 1). 
Theorem 4 (Semilocal convergence). In addition to Assumptions Al, assume that rank(A(x’)) = IZ 
and h < f(1 - b)2. Let t* = (1 - b - ,/~)/(@K) and S = S(x’, t*) c Do. Then we 
have the following: 
(i) rank(A(x)) = nfor all x E S = S(x’, t*). 
(ii) The sequence {x”} defined by (6) 1 ies in S for k 2 0 and converges to a solution x* E S of the 
system of equations (4). Furthermore, {x”} satis$es 
IIXk - x* ll < t* - tk. (8) 
(iii) Let J = f ‘(x*), B = II J + 11, N(J) = {u I Ju = 0) (the null space of J E Rnx”‘) and PN be the 
orthogonal projection onto N(J). If Be < 1 and 2* is any solution of the system of equations (4) in 
S(x*,r*)nD,, r* = A(1 - Be), 
and PN(2*) = PN(x*), then we have 2* = x*. 
Proof. (i) Since a’(t) < 0 for any t E (0, t*), we have 
II 4x01+ II II A(x) - 4x0) II < B(L II x - x0 II + 1) < 1 
for all x E S. From Lemma 1, we obtain (i). 
(ii) By induction on k, we prove the relations 
II x k+l _ Xkii < tk+l - tk, k 2 0. 
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It is easy to see that 11 x1 - x0 11 d ye = tl - to, that is, x1 E S. From ll A(x’)+ /l l/ A(x’) - A(x’) /l 
G P(Ux’ - x0 11 + 1) < 1 and Lemmas 1 and 2, we have rank(A(x’)) = n, 
B 
lIw)+ II G 1 _ B(L,lx’ - x0 Il + 1) 
and A(x = I E R”““. We assume that IIxk - xk-’ II < tk - tkpl and rank(A(xk)) = y1. 
Then we have 
Xk+l 
- Xk = - A(Xk)+ H(Xk) 
= - A(Xk)+ {H(Xk) - H(xk-1) - A(Xk_l)(Xk - xk-1)) 
1 
= - A(Xk)+ 
is 
(f’(Xk_’ + t(xk - xk- ‘)) -f’(xk- ‘))(xk - xk- ‘)dt 
0 
+ (f’(Xk_l) - A(xk-‘))(Xk - xk-l) + g(xk) - g(xk-‘) I 
and 
IIX k+l_ k 
P 
x ‘I G 1 - p(L 11 Xk - x0 II + 1) 
{3K II Xk _ Xk- 1 l/2 
+ (Mllxk-’ - x0 11 + p + e) 11 xk - xk- ’ /I } 
G 
P 
1 - fi(Ltk + 1) 
{+K(tk - tk- 1)2 + (hftk- l + p + e)(tk - tk- 1)) 
~~{~l”(tk-l)(tk--k-l)2 -P(tk-l)(tk -tk-1) 
+ dtk-l) + b(Mtk-l + p + e)(tk - tk-1)) 
= $J {ia”(tk-l)(tk - tk-d2 + a’(tk-l)(tk - tk-1) 
+ dtk-l) - (dtk-1) + a’(tk-1) - Pc”tk-l + /l + e))(tk - tk-1)) 




which completes the induction. Hence we have /I xk + ’ - x0 (( < tk+l < t* and rank(A(xk”)) = ~1. 
It follows from this that xk E S, k >, 0 and (x”> converges to a point x* in S. The point x* is 
a solution of (4) since A(xk)(xkfl - xk) = - H(xk). Th e assertion (8) now follows from the usual 
argument in the majorant theory. 
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(iii) Let 0 < r < r* and y” be an arbitrary element of S(x*,r)nD, and PN(yo) = PN(x*). We 
define the sequence {y”} by 
Y k+l =yk-.JJfH(yk), k=O,l, . . . . 
Since J + J is symmetric, any z E R” can be written uniquely as 
z=z1 +z2, Zl E R(J+J), z2 E N(J+J), 
where R(J+J) denotes the range of J+J. (Note that Jf J is the orthogonal projection on R(J+J).) 
Let yk = y; + y;, where y’i E R(J+J) and y; E N(J+J) = N(J). Then 
Ykl+’ - y; = J+J(yk+’ - yk) = - J + fqyk) = yk+ 1 - yk 
so that we have 
Y 
k+l -y;+l = yk-yykl = . . . = y” - y: = y; = PN(X”). 
Hence 
Y k+l = yk,+’ + P,(x*). 
We define a scalar sequence 
so = r, skfl = B($Ksk + e)sk, k = 0, 1, . . . . 
Since r < r*, we have p = B(iKr + e) < 1. Hence, it is easy to see sk < pkso, k 2 0. We thus obtain 
limk+m sk = 0. 
We now prove that the sequence {y”} satisfies 
I(yk -x*11 d Sk. (9) 
For k = 0, (9) holds since 11 y” - x* 11 < r = so. If (9) holds on k, then, observing J ’ JJ + = J +, we 
have 
II Y k+l -xx*11 = llJ+J(yk+l -x*)11 
= IIJ+J(yk - x* - J + W(Yk) - H(x*))) I/ 




II (f’(yk + t(x* - yk)) -f’(x*))(yk - x*) II dt + II sbk) - dx*) II 
0 > 
< B($KIIyk -X* /I2 + ellyk -X*/l) d B(+Ks,’ + esk) = t&+1. 
Hence (9) holds for every k 2 0 and {y”} converges to x* as k --f co. 
Consequently, if 2* is any solution of (4) in S(x*,r)nD, with 0 < r < r* and PN(i*) = PN(x*), 
then, taking y” = 2*, we can conclude R* = x* > since yk = P, k > 0. This proves (iii) since r is 
arbitrary between 0 and r*. 0 
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Remark 5. If h < i(l - b)‘, then the condition Be < 1 in (iii) of Theorem 4 holds. In fact, if 
h < t(l - b)2, then we see p(Mt* + p + e) < 1, so that an application of Lemma 1 yields 
B < p/(1 - fi(Mt* + ,u)). Hence, we have Be d be/(1 - P(Mt* + ,u)) < 1. 
Remark 6. If m = n and A(xk) is nonsingular for all large k, then we can see that the convergence 
rate of the method (6) is q-linear from the proof of (iii) of Theorem 4. However, in the case m > n, we 
cannot give a locally q-linear convergence result in a standard sense that for a solution x* of (4) 
there is a ball S(x*, Y) with r > 0 such that for any x0 E S(x*, Y) the method (6) converges q-linearly 
to x*. Here, the limit of the sequence {x”} may be different from x* even if x0 is sufficiently close to 
x*. Because of the singularity, there is no guarantee for uniqueness of solution. This is a major 
difference between underdetermined and well-determined systems. This causes us to use different 
techniques to prove locally q-linear convergence. See the proof of Theorem 3. 
Remark 7. One often wants to know the construction of solutions. For example, consider the 
linear equations H(x) = Ax - b = 0, where A is an n x m matrix and b # 0 is an n-dimensional 
vector. If x* is a solution of H(x) = 0, then x* + u is a solution of H(x) = 0 for any u E N(A). In the 
nonlinear case, however, such a construction of solution is not clear, especially in the nonsmooth 
case. More precisely, the linear system is solvable if and only if AA ’ b = b, in which case the general 
solution is given by 
x=A+b+(l-A+A)u 
where u E R” is arbitrary. The solution is unique in R(A+ A) if it exists in the range. We gave here 
the uniqueness of solution in a generalized sense under some assumptions. 
4. Newton-chord method 
A familiar Newton-chord method 
00 = x0 yk+ 1 = ok - A(x”)+H(uk), k = 0, 1, . . . , (10) 
is well applied to continuation methods [l]. In the following we shall give its semilocal convergence 
analysis and error estimates and prove the uniqueness of solution in a ball with center x0. 
We define a majorant function 
and two sequences 
PO = 0, Pk+l = d(Pk) 
and 
40 = r, qk+l = d)(qk). 
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Let A = A(x’), N(A+ A) be the null space of A+ A and R(A+ A) be the range of A+ A. Let P, be 
the orthogonal projection onto N(A+ A) ( = N(A)). 
We put b1 = fi(p t- e) and h1 = PKq. 
Theorem 8. In addition to assumptions Al(a)-(c), assume that h, d $(l - bl)‘. Let z* = (1 - b1 - 
J(1 - b1)2 - 2h,)/(pK) and z** = (1 - b, + d(l - bl)’ - 2h,)/(PK). Then we have thefollowing: 
(i) The sequence {v“} defined by (10) lies in S(x’,z*) for k >, 0 and converges to a solution 
v* E S(x’, z*) of the system of equations (4). 
(ii) Zf u** is any solution of the system of equations (4) in 
s^ = ~(x”,r**)nDo if hl < $(l - b1)2, 
S(xO,z**)nD, if hl = i(l - b1)2, 
and PN(6*) = P,(v*), then we have I?* = v*. 
(iii) Error estimates 
II v* -vk/I d 261, 
1 - bl - /XAk + d(l - bl - PKA,J2 - 2PK6, 
z* 
d - Pk 8,‘ < 
Pkfl - Pk 
p:*_-,kp:l 6k- 1 < z*- pk (11) 
hold, where 6,‘ = 11 vk + 1 - vk 11 and Ak = II vk - v” 11. 
Proof. (i) Since hl < f(1 - b1)2, the function 4(z) has two fixed points z* and z**. The sequence 
{pk} monotonically increases and converges to z *. By the inductive arguments employed in the 
proof of Theorem 4, we can prove that the sequence {v”} defined by (10) satisfies 
II vk - vk-l 11 <Pk-Pk-1, 
so that it converges to a solution v* E S(x’,z*). 
(ii) If hl < f(1 - b1)2, then we put z* < r < z **. Then the sequence { qk) monotonically de- 
creases and converges to z *. Let y” be an arbitrary element of S(x”, r)n Do with PN(yo) = P,(x’). 
Define the sequence {y”} by 
Y k+l = yk - A+H(yk), k = O,l, . . . . 
Let ok = V”l + Vkz, Yk = ykl + yi, v? E R(A+A) and vi,y; E N(A+A). Then we have 
V k+l = V$+’ + x$, v* = VT + x;, yk+’ = y’i+’ + x; 
(cf. the proof of Theorem 4). 
We now prove that the sequence {y”} satisfies 
IIyk-vkIl = \IA+&k+vk)II Gqk--Pk. (12) 
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For k = 0, (12) holds since 11 y” - v” 11 = I)y” - x0 1) < r = q. - po. If (12) holds on k and 
)/ yk - x0 1) < qk, then we have 
II Y k+l - yk+lll = IIy;+l - $11 
= /I A + A(ykf l - uk+ ‘) II = II A + A(yk - Uk - A + (H(yk) - H(vk))) II 
= II A + MYk - ok) - W(Yk) - Wvk))) II 
(.I 
1 
GB II U-‘(yk + Gk - yk)) -.f’(~~))(~~ - yk) II dt 
0 
+ II (A -f’(XO))(Yk - uk) + s(yk) - s(ok) II 
> 
G PWllYk -x0/I + II ok - x0 II) II Yk - ok II + (cl + e) II Yk - ok II 1 
d fi(%qk + Pk)(qk - Pk) + (p + e)(qk - Pk)) 
= qk+l -Pk+l 
and 
II Y 
k+l - x0(\ < ((yk’l - uk+l /( + I(Ukfl - x0(\ d qkfl. 
Let v^* be any solution of (4) in 9(x0, r) n Do with v^* = $7 + x;, where v^T E R(A+A) and take 
y” = v^*. Then yk = v^* for all k 3 0 and 
II v^* - v* )l = lim IIyk - uk II = 0, 
k-cc 
which implies i?* = u*. 
Since r is an arbitrary number in (z*, z**), we obtain the assertion for the case h, < *(l - bl)2. If 
hl = *(l - b1)2, then we can take r = z** ( = z*) and obtain the uniqueness of the solution u* in 
S(x’,z**)n Do in the same sense as above. 
(iii) Since 
uk+l - 0” = A+/@k+l - u*) = A +(A(vk - u*) - H(vk) + H(v*)) 
=A+ 
is 
o1 - (f’(vk + t(v* - vk)) -j-‘(vk))(vk - v*)dt 
- (f’(vk) -f’(u’) +f’(v’) - A)(vk - u*) + g(v*) - g(vk) , 
we have 
IIvk-u*)( < I)uk-uk+lII + IlzP+l-v*II 
G ak + b(% II uk - v* II2 + (K (I vk - u” 11 + p + e) II vk - v* 11). 
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Solving the inequality 
p < Sk + P(+Kp’ + (Kdk + p + e)p) 
yields (11). The remaining part can also be proved along the same line as in [19, 201. 0 
Remark 9. Since V* - x0 E R(A+) = R(AT), the system (4) can be reduced to a system of IZ- 
dimensional nonlinear equations 
H(y) = H(xO + ATy) =f(y) + g(y) = 0, (13) 
wheref=f(xO + ATy) and S = g(x” + ATy). 
At first glance, the system (13) is simpler than (4). However, the former has no advantage over the 
latter. To see this, we first note that 
f’(y) =f’(xO + ATy)AT. 
Let A(y) = A(x” + ATy). Then A(y is the most natural choice as an approximation to f’(y), 
and the Newton-chord method for solving (13), which corresponds to (lo), is defined by 
yo = 0, Y k+l =yk-(AAT)+R(yk), k=O,l,2, . ..) (14) 
since A(y’) = A(x’) = A and AAT is an approximation for f’(y’). Hence the method (14) consists 
of computing jk = x0 + ATyk and dy = - (AAT)+ H(jk) and putting yk+’ = yk + dy. On the 
other hand, we have A + = AT(AAT)+ so that the method (10) consists of computing 
ck = (AAT)‘H(vk) and dv = - ATfik and putting u kfl = uk + Au. Therefore, there is no essential 
difference between the computational amounts of the methods (10) and (14). Correctly speaking, at 
each step, the number of four arithmetic operations ( + , - , x , + ) for (14) is more by y1 additions 
than for (10). 
It should also be remarked here that such an approach cannot be applied to the method (6), since 
we cannot assert x* - x0 E R(A+). 
5. A numerical example 
In this section, we use the method (6) to solve a nonlinear complementarity problem. 
Example 10. We consider the following nonlinear complementarity problem: 
4(x) 2 0, ti(x) 2 0, qw’w) = 0, XEW, 
where 4, rc/ : R5 + R4 is given by 
I 
3x: + 2x1x2 + 2x2, + x3 + 3x4 + x1x5 - 6 
b(x) = 
2x: + x1 + xf + 10x, + 2x4 + x2x5 - 2 
3x: + x1x2 + 2xf + 2x3 + 9x, + x3x5 - 9 
x: + 3x$ + 2x3 + 3x, + x4x5 - 3 
and W) = (x1, x2, x3, x4JT. 
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Fig. 1. 
We first formulate the problem as a system of underdetermined nonlinear equations with 
nondifferentiable terms H(x) = min(4(x),$(x)) =f(x) + g(x) = 0. See Section 1. Next, we solve 
the system by using A(xk) = p’kf’(xk), where p = 0.8, ik is the smallest nonnegative integer i such 
that 
I/ H(Xk + pidk) II 2 d (1 - 2op’) )I H(Xk) I/ 2, 
CT = 0.7 and dk is a solution of f’(xk)d = - H(xk). 
We used the initial point x0 = (1, 1, 1, 1,1) and the method (6) terminated in 27 iterations with 
a solution x* = (l.O,O.O, 2.0,0.0,1.0). The computational results are shown in Fig. 1. 
Remark 11. By Example 10, there are cases in which some choice of A(x) other than f’(x) is 
advantageous. In fact, based on Newton-like methods for solving smooth equations [16], we can 
give several forms of A(x), and some of them are superior to f’(x) in some cases. 
Remark 12. For using the method (6), we need to know how to construct generalized inverses. 
Methods for constructing generalized inverses of a given matrix can be found in [13]. For example, 
we consider the generalized inverse of an n x m matrix A with rank r > 0. Let A = T/CUT be 
a singular value decomposition of A, where V and U are orthogonal matrices of order y1 x r and 
r x m, respectively, and C = diag(oi, c2, . . . , o,), oi > 0, i = 1,2, . . . , r. Then A + := UC-’ VT is the 
generalized inverse of A. We can also use some packages for finding a solution of the system of 
linear equations Ax = b where A is not necessarily square. 
6. Final comments 
Finally, we note that for underdetermined systems of differentiable equations Martinez [14] 
obtained another type of convergence theorem with the use of the “point of attraction” technique 
employed in [15]. The same technique may be applicable to (4) to obtain convergence theorems 
different from ours. 
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